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Video player free for ubuntu

We've come a long way since animated GIFs and video game-style MIDI files were considered computer-provided A/V entertainment programs. Take advantage of today's high-quality video with one of the five most popular video players. Photo: horsager. Earlier this week we asked you to share your favorite video player. We've gathered
the votes, and now we're back to share the results. Below you will find the top five video players among Lifehacker readers. If you are unhappy with the features of the current player, this is a great shopping list of alternatives. While some people never venture beyond the default media player on the operating system, the ... Read moreThe
film used in the screenshots below is Big Buck Bunny – a fully open source generated and Creative Commons licensed short film. G/O Media can receive commissions from Media Player Classic (Windows, Free) Media Player Classic started as a project to preserve the simplicity and ease of playback of the old Windows Media Player
while keeping codecs and features current in the current generation of video. The result is an extremely lightweight, free, portable and standalone video player that has built-in codecs for a wide range of media playback. With the upside of such a design you can use on your machine that does not have the right codecs installed in the video
you want to watch. The downside may conflict with the updated codec installed on your computer, although rare. MPlayer (Windows / Mac / Linux, Free) Was originally designed to fill the void with the lack of suitable Linux media players, the development of the robust media player MPlayer branched out and now includes Windows and
Mac versions, among others. MPlayer supports a wide range of content, and perhaps because of linux's roots, it pays special attention to hardware and hardware optimization to squeeze most playback performance out of the system. GOM Player (Windows, Free) GOM Player is another entrant to this week's Hive that, like VLC, stands
out from the game's corrupted and incomplete video. Originally designed as a streaming media player for GOM-TV, the Korean TV network, it is available outside Korea with the GOM-TV streaming feature disabled, although people outside Korea still have access to live streaming of StarCraft matches (StarCraft is so wildly popular
Koreans play it is practically a national sport). GOM Player also has a number of sub-title tweaks, an important feature of the player is a country that consumes a lot of foreign media. VlC (Windows / Mac / Linux, Free) VLC is a media player with far-reaching appeal. Available for more than ten operating systems, including systems that
match BeOS. It has libraries with open source code and free decoding and coding, and is a history of innovation and performance; for example, it was the first player to play encrypted DVDs on Linux. The VLC allows you to videos, so you can decide whether it is worth finishing or repairing video file. VLC can also play a number of formats
that media players don't usually support, such as a raw DVD ISO file or AVCHD — a format currently used by many HD video cameras. VlC is available as a portable application. KMPlayer (Windows, Free)If you like all media player settings at your fingertips, KMPlayer has a lot to offer. The right click context menu is absolutely huge and
gives you almost instant access to all sorts of settings, including screen ratio, playback speed, video bookmarking, filters, and other effects. You can set KMPlayer to change the skin of what type you are playing or if you are running it in the media center you can use overlay skins to make simple remote based navigation. KMPlayer
supports an extensive track of formats including DVD playback and is easily customized to your specific needs. Now that you've had a chance to look through the contestants for the best video player, it's time to cast your vote below the poll: Don't think your favorite didn't do it? Shocked that we didn't mention your favorite quality about
your favorite edd? Set us straight to the comments. Linux has some great video players available, and while many of us arguably win the title at its best, SMPlayer is our favorite with the sheer number of options and easy-to-use interface. SMPlayerPlatform: Linux, Windows Price: Free Download PageFeatures You can play a lot of
different video types without additional codecsRem remember all settings for each file you play- the playback position of the subtitles and equalizer settingsConfigure font, size, and colors subtitlesSwitch audio tracks right from the menuLook for videos with the mouse using wheelWheel equalizer to adjust brightness , contrast, hue,
saturation, and gamma of the video imageApply more filters than deinterlace , post-processing, de-noise, and even karaoke-like sound removal Create playlists with multiple video files that will play one after the other. Repeat and shuffle is also supported Search automatically subtitles opensubtitles.orgMuch, much moreWhere It
ExcelsSMPlayer is just a GUI frontend for MPlayer, but it's probably the best MPlayer frontend around due to its sheer number of features. You can change all the settings you apply to video playback, whether it's the video equalizer or advanced filters, to make the video look its best. It also has a ton of advanced settings in its Preferences
meals for advanced users, and anyone can easily create video playlists to play video ones after the other. Undoubtedly, the coolest feature of SMPlayer is its ability to remember everything about each file you play. When you change a video— whether it increases brighness, adds a deinterlace filter, or views it with customized captions —
SMPlayer will remember the such a tweak the next time you start the file and start this is where you left off with all those tweaks in place. You can do it with other players, but it's a bit clunkier. SMPlayer is great about remembering everything you do without any input from you. Where to fall ShortSMPlayer interface, while easy to use, is not
exactly the most beautiful. It also has a lot of settings in its Preferences, which can seem overwhelming to new users, but its regular interface is far simple as you'd expect as a program with it's many features. SMPlayer also has trouble with DVD menus, which is a big drawback if you plan on DVDs (or full DVD images), you will need
something like VLC instead. G /O Media can receive commissionsA CompetitionNo video player is perfect and has different preferences for everyone, so SMPlayer may not be suitable for everyone. True, we think that this is probably the most likely to satisfy the majority of users, but if it does not work for you, we recommend checking out
the players below. VLC is the most obvious competition, and while it's also very feature-packed, you'll find SMPlayer a little friendlier when it comes to tweaking the look of the video. However, VLC can play DVD menus like a champion — an area where SMPLayer fails — and sometimes you might find a file that doesn't work in SMPlayer
but works in VLC. To be perfectly honest, we recommend that you have both on your system. SMPlayer is a feature set that we like better, but VLC is a great backup player since it can play pretty much any video file you throw at it. If you want something simpler, you can try other MPlayer-based players, such as GNOME MPlayer or even
the command-line version of MPlayer. Both offer a fair amount of settings while providing extremely simple interfaces for video playback. UMPlayer is also very good, so nice advanced features besides the YouTube search bar at the top of the player provide easy access to web videos on the desktop. If you're using KDE (or just want a
super user-friendly player), check out Kaffeine. Kaffeine does a great job of making it easy to play a playlist, video file, or DVD better form its nice Start menu, and doesn't clutter up the interface with too many buttons. It also supports TV tuner (if your PC is installed) and has a Settings menu that's friendly to both new and expert users.
These are just some of the best video players on the Linux platform, but there are quite a few others out there. Do you have a favorite other than SMPlayer or other than one of the alternatives we listed? Let us know why you like comments. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing library of recommendations for the best
applications and tools in many specific categories. Choosing the right video player is partly about the features it offers, partly about what it's like to use it, and both are a bit subjective. The right choice from person to person Fortunately, there are lots of great free video gamers for Windows. The built-in built-in Movies &amp; TV Let's start
with the easy one. The Movies &amp; TV app included with Windows 10 is capable of being a slightly boring video player. It's not pretty. It's fair, but not wide-ranging, supports a variety of video formats. And it does not support many advanced features. It doesn't work well, however, and if you've got Windows 10, you've got the Movies
&amp; TV app built in. There's an area where it shines, though. Because it's well integrated into Windows 10, the Movies &amp; TV app tends to be much finer for battery life than third-party video players. In our investigation, Movies &amp; TV gave us about 50% more battery life than any other video players on the list. It's worth checking
to see if it meets your needs before downloading something else. That said, read on to your favorite, free third-party video players. The most versatile choice: VLC Player Undoubtedly, VLC Player is one of the most popular and versatile video players out there. It's free, open source, and not only for Windows, but also for almost every
other platform imaginable. The VLC supports all video formats, and the latest build (3.03 as in writing) also supports 8K video, 360 videos and HDR. VLC supports audio and video filters, subtitle support, voice synchronization, and a lot of other features. Just the subtitle function alone is probably better for VLC than just about anything else
you've used. You can use the VLC player to play locally stored videos, DVDs, Blu-rays, and even network streams. You can also customize the interface and add new features to a wide variety of plugins available. If you like a video player that you can use right out of the box, then VLC player is the best bet. Attractive alternative: Pot
Player Pot Player is a worthy competitor to VLC players not only in the feature list, but also in the user interface. In fact, we would say that the Pot Player interface is a few steps ahead of VLC. You'll notice the difference as soon as you open a video. Pot Player automatically detects all other files in your library and creates a temporary
playlist that's perfect for binge watching or tutorial. Other small interface features such as being able to pause with double clicks and try to use the arrow keys to make Pot Player a pleasure to use. With features first, Pot Player also supports all modern file formats, and regular updates, new formats to gain support quickly. You can also get
a variety of video controllers to manage video and audio playback. The only negative thing about Pot Player is that some file formats don't play as sharply as other players, and some high-bit rate videos may show some latency. Aside from that, Pot Player is the most user-friendly video player on the list. Lightweight Player: Media Player
Classic – Home Cinema Media Player Classic-Home Cinema (MPC-HC) is not the most high-tech video player on the list. In fact, there is a retro look. We'll add you to our list it is a very lightweight video player that still supports most modern file formats. Due to its small footprint, the MPC-HC can be used even on much older computers.
Obviously, this means that MPC-HC does not support most hemorrhaous edge formats, but still supports the most common ones – such as AVI, MPEG, VOB, WebM, MP4, MOV and WMV. So if you have an older generation of computers and videos to view (or just want a light player), then MPC-HC is an excellent choice. Available for 32-
bit and 64-bit systems and supports Windows XP Service Pack 3 and later. The DLNA and AirPlay support: 5KPlayer 5KPlayer doesn't have the most polished interface, but it does have a lot of interesting features. It can play DVDs and local media files and supports most modern formats. However, there are no video highlighting features.
All you can do is enable or disable audio tracks and subtitles. However, 5KPlayer is unique with built-in DLNA and AirPlay support. Use these technologies to wirelessly stream music and videos to compatible devices. And yes, plug-ins can help you add this kind of support to players like VLC, but if you're not setting that stuff up yourself,
with 5KPlayer, you don't have to. You can download videos from supported websites using the built-in download tool. All you have to do is enter the URL where the video is hosted and 5KPlayer will analyze and determine if you can download the video. Another fun feature in 5KPlayer is its support for online radio. All you have to do is
enter the URL of the stream, and 5KPlayer will do the rest. While you can get plugins to do this with other video players, 5KPlayer's simple interface makes it easier. Predetermined references to BBC Sport, NBC, Kiss FM, and a few more channels add a cherry on top. Image: Andrey_Popov/Shutterstock Andrey_Popov/Shutterstock
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